MASSEY FERGUSON
262/284-8669
DULUTH, GA
www.masseyferguson.agcocorp.com
- 42-in. two-stage snowthrower fits Massey 2600 lawn tractor
- 42-, 46-in. single-stage snowthrower offered for 2600
- 36-, 42-in single-stage unit for the 2500 tractors
- Soft-sided snow cab available for all models.
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AGCO ALLIS
262/284-8669
PORT WASHINGTON, WI
www.agcolawn.com
- Snowthrower mounts to front of any Agco tractor
- 42-, 46-in single-stage units or 47-in. 2-stage
- Add vinyl soft snow cab with shatterproof, non-fogging Lexan windows
- 42- or 60-in. snow blades also available
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THOMAS EQUIPMENT
866/238-6844
MARS HILL, ME
www.thomasloaders.com
- Hydraulically driven snow blowers for skid-steer loaders

Size, performance requirements vary with loaders' hydraulic pump capacity
- Blowers range from 55- to 85-in. cut width
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BOBCAT
701/241-8740
WEST FARGO, ND
www.bobcat.com
- Spreader attachment for skid-steers, track loaders, pickups
- 10-in. spreader wheel
- Spreads sand, salt 4-40 ft.
- 5.75 cu. ft. hopper of high-density polymer
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BOSS SNOWPLOW
906/774-8000
IRON MOUNTAIN, MI
www.bossplow.com
- New plow light package puts lights up front
- Increases visibility 2.5 times normal
- High-Intensity Discharge option gives six times output
- White light for night use
- Antiglare shields
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FISHER ENGINEERING
207/594-4446
ROCKLAND, ME
www.fisherplows.com

New plow light package puts lights up front
- Increases visibility 2.5 times normal
- High-Intensity Discharge option gives six times output
- White light for night use
- Antiglare shields
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Walk the Hill with the Convertible mower. For steep hills, roadside ditches and low limb trees. The Convertible can be utilized as a hydro walk behind. Then as easy as flipping a lever, the Convertible transforms into a rugged dependable "Z." so you can Ride the Distance! New Foot Assist Deck Lift

Distributors:
New England States Beta Power Products 508-393-1924
PA-NJ-DE Canns Bilco 800-811-0285
VA-WV-MD-NC UTECO 888-368-8326
TX-OX- Kretzmar 580-395-2606
NY Stiefvater Distributor 315-853-5581
KS-MO-SI.E AES 800-843-3546
GA-SC-AL-FL Southeast Equipment 800-241-4384
TN Southern Lawn 877-204-6873
IA-NE Scott-Hourigan Co. 402-362-7711

Distributor inquiries welcome for open areas.
Rich Mfg., Inc. • P.O. Box 145 • Thorntown, Indiana 46071
www.convertiblemower.com • 765-436-2744
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Plow attaches to truck with Minute-Mount 2
Built-in handle disengages both connecting pins simultaneously
Lower gear flared for easy drive-in alignment

DOW CHEMICAL

800/447-4369
LUDINGTON, MI

www.dow.com

Two commercial de-icers for walks, drives, parking areas
Peladow is 90% calcium chloride
Available in bags to bulk rail

No dress precautions are needed during normal use
Combitherm contains calcium and potassium, and is 70% calcium chloride
Has colorant to mark application, speed of melting

CURTIS PLOWS
800/343-7676
WORCESTER, MA

www.curtiscab.com

Snow-Pro Hitch-and-Run system is 4-ft. wide
Hide-away hydraulics with no belts, pulleys under hood
Pinless snap-lock system to pickup hitch
All power, controls, lights integrated into plug harness

DANIELS PULL PLOW
800/386-2932
BARRINGTON, IL

www.danielsplows.com

Double-wing folding snow plows in 12- to 24-ft. widths
Made of 10-gauge steel

One unit both pushes and stacks snow
Fold-back wing design
Quick disconnect available

WIKCO INDUSTRIES

402/464-2070
LINCOLN, NB

www.wikco.biz

Full line of twin stage, rear 3-pt. hitch pto snow blowers
Model 6200 is 62-in. wide requires 25-35 hp
7400 is 74-in. wide, requires 30-45 hp
Both models have 14-in. augers

HINIKER PLows
Professional Snow and Ice Control

Available in conventional, V-Plow and the NEW C-Plow configurations, all Hiniker snowplows feature the fast and easy Hiniker Quick Hitch Mounting system. Plus you get the rugged construction and high-performance design that commercial plowers need!

C-Plow
Dramatically increase backdrag performance with the revolutionary Hiniker C-Plow. Go from forward to reverse position with the touch of a button!

HINIKER COMPANY
Mankato, MN
1-800-433-5620 • FAX 1-507-625-5883
www.hiniker.com
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Cut height is 26 in.
Number 50 auger drive chain on both models
High-efficiency 22-in., three-paddle fan with cupped blade

**SNO-WAY INTERNATIONAL**
800/662-1453
HARTFORD, WI
www.snowway.com
- V-plows up to 110 hp
- 99- and 109-in. widths
- 28-in. blade height
- Multi-position wings scoop to V and intermediate positions

**SNOWMAN SNOWPLOW**
888/766-6267
BLOOMFIELD, IA
www.snowmanplows.com
- Model RS heavy duty commercial plow
- High Lift reaches over drifts, eliminates scooping
- 23-in. tall blade in 7- or 8-ft. widths
- Four trip springs, standard box wings

**JOHN DEERE**
800/537-8233
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PK, NC
www.deere.com
- Two-stage design features auger, high-speed blower
- Chute rotates 90 degrees each side
- Attaches to Deere 4100 4WD compacts
- Optional drift knives cut through snow banks with ease
- 23-in. tall blade in 7- or 8-ft. widths
- Stainless steel or powder-coated steel
- 10- hp Tecumseh, 11-hp Honda or hydraulic motors

**THE GRASSHOPPER COMPANY**
620/345-8621
MOURDRIDGE, KS
www.grasshoppermower.com
- Rotary Brooms clear up to eight in. of snow
- Fixed angle 48- and 60-in. models
- 60-in bidirectional has hydraulic lift

**ERSKINE ATTACHMENTS**
218/687-4045
ERSKINE, MN
- Seven front-mounted, pto-driven snow blowers
- 54- to 108-in. wide
- All have standard Qwik-A-Tach system
- Trouble-free chute rotation
- Fit 18- to 150-hp tractors

**FREE REPORT REVEALS... HOW TO DOUBLE YOUR INCOME IN SIX MONTHS OR LESS!**

WICHITA, KS - Are you frustrated by the amount of money you're making? Would you like to keep more of every dollar you bring in - and increase your bottom line profits? If so, a free report has just been released that reveals 15 key strategies any landscaper or lawn care service can use to immediately - and easily - rip the lid off their income!

Here is what you'll discover in this startling 32-page report:
- The simple 'trick' you can use to beat "lowest price" competition - and boost your profits on every job (pp. 21).
- How to handle that sudden "flood" of business - without losing your mind! Discover how to put your business on "auto-pilot" and finally have a life again!
- The "dirty little secret" top-earning landscapers know that allows them to charge the highest prices in town with little or NO resistance! (P. 17)
- The insider's way to attract the most loyal customers - and why you should think about focusing your business on this ONE profitable 'niche'.

This eye-opening report is sure to "shake up" our industry - it explodes many of the most common business 'myths' we've been fed for years. Here is how to get your free copy. Just call: 800-291-4501

© 2003 RPC, Inc.
MARUYAMA US
253/735-7368
AUBURN, WA
www.maruyama-us.com

• MD155DX handles ice melt applications
• 40.2cc Kawasaki Engine
• Weighs 24.3 lbs.
• Transported by backpack

MARUYAMA US
253/735-7368
AUBURN, WA
www.maruyama-us.com

ARiENS
800/678-5443
BRILLION, WI
www.arienscorp.com

• 1024 Professional Sno-Thro blower
• Features 12-in., three-blade impeller system
• Serrated augers cut snow and ice to clear two-ft. path

HONDA
800/426-7701
ALPHARETTA, GA
www.hondapower-equipment.com

• HS928WAS snow blower powered by Honda 8.9 hp OHV engine
• Electric start, self-propelled wheel drive
• 28-in. width, 20-in. clearing height
• 210-degree adjustable discharge chute

JRCO, INC.
800/966-8442
MINNEAPOLIS, MN
www.jrcoinc.com

• Zero-turn for light snow
• V-Broom sweeper wings adjust with two clevis pins
• Clear 60-in. path or angle wings for narrower areas
• Three rows of 8-in. polypropylene bristles

KASCO MANUFACTURING
317/398-7973
SHELBYVILLE, IN
info@kascomfg.com

• Front-mounted, spring trip blades
• Skid shoes standard
• Reversible/replaceable cutting edges
• Mountings for most late-model tractors

©2003 Reading Body Works, Inc. Reading and Lectro Life are registered trademarks, and Redi-Dek is a trademark of Reading Body Works in the United States and in some foreign countries.
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available
- Loader and skid-steer models for 60-, 72-, 90-in. widths
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A TRYNEX INTERNATIONAL
800/725-8377
WARREN, MI
- New VeePro-6000 V-box is designed to spread salt, sand
- Heavy-duty polyethylene hopper
- Twin 12-volt DC direct drive motor power
- Spreads 5-35 ft.
- Cab-mounted controller
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KOYKER MANUFACTURING
800/456-1107
LENNOX, SD
www.koykermfg.com
- Snowblade for Raptor UV
- Attaches to base unit to handle moderate snow
- Use with optional tire choices
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LAND PRIDE
888/987-7433
SALINA, KS
www.landpride.com
- Rear blades, 05 through 35 Series, fit compact tractors
- Available in 48- to 96-in. widths
- Optional skid shoes, side plates for grading, blading snow
- Also available: 40, 45, 55 Series rear blades up to 120 in. wide.
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SHINDAIWA
503/692-3070
TUALATIN, OR
www.shindaiwa.com
- Power Broom alternative to snow blower
- PB230, PB270 have sweep width of 22 in.
- Units clear powdery snow up to 3 in. deep
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NEED A DECK
THE SIZE OF AN AIRCRAFT CARRIER?

A range of heavy-duty deck sizes – up to 72” – is just one of the many options you can choose from on your Yazoo/Kees mower. Featuring an engine with up to 34 HP, zero-turning radius, built-in comfort, and much more, every Yazoo/Kees is built to last. Need a mower to help your productivity take off? No problem! Yazoo/Kees.

Contact your local YAZOO/KEES dealer or call 1-877-368-TURF
www.yazookees.com
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Tipping the Scales

Stiles Landscape veteran shows what to do when you encounter a “new” destructive landscape pest

BY STACEY HIMES

It took a sharp eye to detect the tiny lobate lac scale (top). The difference between the treated and untreated trees (below) is dramatic.

John Cannon, Manager of Stiles Landscape Company’s lawn and ornamental pest control division, stopped a potentially devastating pest to trees and shrubs in several areas of Broward County, FL. But lobate lac scale, a native of South Asia, isn’t likely to go away, especially in Florida.

Cannon, an ISA Certified Arborist as well as a Certified Pest Control Operator, first noticed the “unbelievable devastation” of the scale in January 2002 in Palm Beach, FL. Overnight, the pest coated the stems and small branches of several of his wax myrtles, silver and green buttonwoods, coco plums and ficus trees.

The problem: How to control it?

Cannon sent a sample to the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. Two weeks later, lobate lac scale was confirmed.

“This scale was different than anything I had seen before, not only in terms of the sheer number covering the plants but that it was feeding on stems, not leaves,” says Cannon, a 16-year industry veteran. “I was hesitant to invest in a treatment that I wasn’t sure would work.”

Cannon reached out to Dr. Avas Hamon, an entomologist with the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, Division of Plant Industry, and Jorge Moreno, a field sales representative with Bayer Environmental Science. They decided to try using imidacloprid (Bayer’s Merit WP 75 insecticide).

The team started with a test on eight medium-sized (12-ft. high) wax myrtles. They sprayed a Merit solution at labeled rates directly on the leaves, and allowed runoff to soak the roots. Three weeks later, the black sooty mold seemed less prominent.

The solution: soil drenching, root injections

Cannon and Moreno moved on to six 40-ft. ficus trees, now almost encased in black soot, with only 50% remaining leaf cover.

The height of the trees meant they wouldn’t be able to spray. They decided to test both soil drenching and deep root injections (6-in. deep in a grid pattern). On April 11, 2002, they deep root injected three trees, soil drenched three others and left one per treatment as the control. The labeled amounts applied to each tree were based on the diameter of the trees at breast height (DBH).

The application was made two feet away from the trunk and extended out to the dripline. A pound of 20-20-20 fertilizer per tree was also added to the mix to help with solution uptake.

Cannon and Moreno checked back on the trees every 30 days. On their first return visit, they saw a reduction in scale. Without reapplying, Cannon reports that all six of the treated trees are “clean as a whistle” 12 months later. The untreated control tree continues to be plagued with sooty mold. All treated trees have regained their lush growth. He continues to use imidacloprid on other accounts when any sign of the scale is present.

For more information on the trials explained in this story, contact John Cannon at 954/781-0247 or Brian MacCurrich, Bayer Environmental Science, at 863/678-3100.
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**One wide cut**
The Toro Company's Groundsmaster 4100-D out-front rotary mower offers superior operator visibility with a 10.5-ft. width of cut. Other features include a 60-hp turbo-charged Kubota diesel engine, 54-, 89- or 124-in. cutting widths, full-time bidirectional four-wheel drive, and the ability to cut a 0-in. uncut circle without the use of wheel brakes.

For more information contact Toro at 800/803-8676 or visit [www.toro.com](http://www.toro.com) / circle no. 250

**Mow like a pro**
Swisher's zero-turn mower is available in 36-, 42- and 50-in. mowing deck widths, making it perfect for a variety of jobs. Three Briggs & Stratton OHV engines are available: 14-hp for 36-in., 17.5-hp for 42-in., and 20-hp for 50-in. Other features include infinite cutting height adjustment from 1 to 3 in., electric clutch, mid-mount mowing deck, twin comfort grip control levers, and twin hydrostatic transmission.

For more information contact Swisher at 800/222/8183 or visit [www.swisherinc.com](http://www.swisherinc.com) / circle no. 251

**Slow and steady**
Lebanon Turf announces a patented slow-release fertilizer technology. The new products, marketed under the brand names MESA and 877.388.8895 - [www.thebacksaver.com](http://www.thebacksaver.com)

---

**The BackSaver Tailgate Assist System**

Thanks to this revolutionary and patented design, your heavy tailgate can be raised and lowered with virtually no effort, keeping your back and your bank account healthy.

**The BackSaver Tailgate Assist . . .**

- Helps reduce injuries, worker's comp. claims & property damages.
- Takes 100% of the weight off most tailgates. (2-sided assist)
- Will not allow most tailgates to fall down. (2-sided assist)
- Is easy to install & will work on most utility trailers and tailgates.

**Dealer Inquiries are Welcome!**

877.388.8895 - [www.thebacksaver.com](http://www.thebacksaver.com)
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EXPO, extend the benefits of ammonium and potassium sulfates in a slowly available form without the need for coatings, says the company. "This proprietary technology delivers the turfgrass management professional all the benefits of ammonium sulfate and potassium sulfate in an affordable, long-lasting, granular form," says Paul Grosh, Professional Division Business Manager.

For more information contact Lebanon at 800/233-0628 or visit www.lebanonturf.com / circle no. 252

**Quite a body**

Land King's truck bodies look like ordinary dove-tail beds to other maintenance crews. The difference is that these truck bodies are also powerful dump beds. The dove-tail hydraulically lifts out of the way, creating a fully functional dump body. Other features include an attached tarp system, fold down sides, and removable gates that enclose the load area.

For more information contact Land King at 706/213-9102 / circle no. 253

**Punch it**

Jrco's hooker aerator attachment for zero-turn mowers can aerate 1 1/2 acres of turf per hour at a speed of five miles per hour. Plus, there are no messy cores to deal with, only loose plugs of soil. The aerator attachment punches six holes per sq. ft. and features an electric lift.

For more information contact Jrco at 800/966-8422 or www.jrcoinc.com / circle no. 254

**Stellar storage**

Havener Enterprises says its Pro-Box portable storage container is the perfect solution to a landscape professional's need for extra storage space. It's water resistant, rust resistant and easy to tear down. Assembly takes less than 30 minutes. The Pro-Box is made of six 26-gauge galvanized steel panels with a 3/16-in. diamond plate floor, has 300 cu. ft. of storage space, and can hold 2,000 lbs. Built-in fork lift pockets make it easy to move on site.

For more information contact Havener at 407/380-8839 or visit www.db-group.net / circle no. 255

---

**Font’N-Aire® Fountains**

Air-O-Lator fountains enhance the water quality and attractiveness of ponds and lakes. Font’N-Aire fountains are ideal for golf courses, parks, playgrounds and landscaping environments.

**Font’N-Aire® Fountains Include:**

- Water-cooled submersible motor
- Choice of one nozzle spray pattern
- 100 feet of power cord (longer lengths available)
- Propeller guard and float
- ETL-listed ANSI/UL 508 control panel
- Three-year limited warranty

**Available in**

- 1/2 horsepower through 5 horsepower models

8100-04 Paseo, Kansas City, Missouri 64131 U.S.A. 1-800-821-3177 www.airolator.com e-mail: sales@airolator.com
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New Fall Dates

EXPO is changing dates so your suppliers can show you their entire new product lines!

You and your colleagues wanted the opportunity to bring more people. Now you can!

EXPO and Louisville in October - It’s ALL New.

EXPO 2003
INTERNATIONAL LAWN, GARDEN & POWER EQUIPMENT EXPOSITION

Saturday - Monday
October 18 - 20, 2003
Kentucky Exposition Center
800-558-8767 or 812-949-9200

Pre-register at www.expo.mow.org